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Abstract 
This write-up appreciates the importance of music education among 
social organizations in Nigeria with particular reference to the religious 
groups. The study reveals that music being another language of 
communication, preaches love for one another purity of heart, 
solidarity, patriotism, dedication to duty, oneness and other virtues that 
proper gate harmonium living. The paper concludes that music 
education is a social service and man is a social being and hence both 
synchronies to make better world for mankind recommends religious 
tolerance and patronage among various groups cutting across tribal 
boundaries.      

 
 

Music is as old as Man, perhaps older. Rogers, s. 1802 in Ehiwario 1994. 
The Nigerian Musician said.  

 
The soul of music slumbers in the shell. Till walked and kindled by the 
master’s spell and feeling heart Touch them but rightly pour. A 
thousand melodies unheard before.  
 
Music may have existed apart from man as in the word of Rogers. In the 

Bible book of Genesis we see Cain naming one of his children which means 
praise to the Almighty God. The origin of music dates back to the earliest 
Century  Christian group used hymns. Also discovered in Egypt in the 
manuscript were some percussion instruments such as the cestrum (ring or cups 
threaded on rods on which they jungle when shaken). This instrument was used 
particularly in the cult of a goddess.  
 
 Man may have come to the knowledge of music through the natural 
phenomena, as in the rolling of the thunder, falling of rain sighing of the trees, 
singing of birds and perhaps the croaking of frogs in the pond. As man 
occasionally rehearsed the sounds from time to time, the sounds naturally 
synchronized with some particular idea in his I life experience. For example, 
there is a language a bird called giant plantain eater speaks which agrees with this 
English language idea.  
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          Giant Plantain Eater Speaks Every Morning. 
          

          

 
I have a child in Kwale, a chikd in Ogwashi, But at dawn my heart laments for 
lack of help. 

These are natural phenomenon having relevance to the immediate 
environment.  
Glenon 1980 defines music as an expression in sound or expression of though 
and feeling in an aesthetic form. Egweuli 1995 said music is an important aspect 
of life because of its significance in expressing and interpreting human thought 
and feelings. In the Bible of Palms of David, the man king David expressed his 
mind towards the supernatural. For example, at a time, the sun appears, at 
another time the moon, and at some other time the rain falls, latter in the year the 
harmattan emerges. The effects and regularity of these natural phenomena on 
earth convinced the increase. 

 All these coupled with the beauty of the flowers around him are the 
subject of his   songs. It goes without saying therefore that musical expression 
germinated and developed from man’s experiences, his beliefs, and ideas as well 
as his attempt to meet with basic needs.  
 
Traditional Music Education 
 In the traditional African society, the child learns the culture, norms and 
values of his people though the peer groups, age grades and by initiations.  
Edeth 1962, states that:  
 

With the possible exception of the bush schools set up by the tribes for 
initiation purposes or by the secret societies, traditional instructions in 
tribal west Africa, was not on an instructional basis. It was based on the 
principles of slow participation of musical experience and active 
participation rather than formal teaching.  
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 As the main point is that the individual’s personality it, to a large extent 
moulded by the pattern of socialization or education which it has undergone. Bab 
Fufunwa (9174) has this to say –  
 

Children learnt by doing that is to say, children and adolescents were 
engaged in participatory education through ceremonies, rituals, 
initiation, recitation and demonstration. Recreational subjects, 
included wrestling, dancing, drumming, acrobatic display, racing etc.  
While intellectual training included the study of local history, legends, 
the environment, poetry, reasoning, riddles, proverbs, story telling, 
story relays etc.  

 
 Every child in the Nigerian culture learns informally to behave in 
conformity with the large society. That ii to say that education in the traditional 
sense was an integral experience. The various social groups saw it s pertinent to 
influence the new entrants in to the groups in line with the norms and values of 
the traditional society.  
 From the cradle therefore, the child is exposed to the music of the 
immediate community through the mother, in her folk tales, legends which in the 
main were meant to teach morals and perhaps unconsciously teach rhythmic 
patterns and movement. Edna also holds that the child’s first music teacher is the 
mother. In the moon light tales, the mother tells a story and sings the 
accompanying sons. She expects the children to participate in the singing. Most 
of the songs are in the form  of call and response pattern. For example, in a 
folktale titled “Onye Hojka Di”, there is a song which goes like this:  

 
Interpretation  
O Lucy -                       Samara  
She whoever is too selective –                               Samara  
Can fall a victim of marrying a devil incarnate  
devil incarnate will swallow leg and hand though 
 may not be able to swallow the head. So Lucy be careful.  
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After the mother has told the story of the unfortunate girl who because of  
her interest in the outward appearance of a man married a snake, the children are 
taught to sing the song not only do the children enjoy the melody of the song, 
they are also taught to appreciate the lesson in the song and the addition learn to 
respect the opinion of parents sometimes especially as in marriage affairs, other 
aspects of cultural norms and values such as honesty, truthfulness, hard work, 
patriotism etc are taught through story telling and as well as by examples of 
parents ensure god upbringing of their children. A good home makes a good 
society. 
 
Formal Music Education  
 There are situation where formal education is necessary in the traditional 
education of the child. This is a situation where the child has no person to direct 
him in the acquisition of certain techniques and knowledge. According to Nketia  
(1982)  
 

Formal systematic instruction is given only in very restricted cases 
demanding skills or knowledge that cannot be acquired informally or in 
cases in which the specific role is played by particular individuals 
make it imperative to ensure that they have acquired the necessary 
techniques and knowledge. 
 

 Examples given by him are that mother is responsible for teaching their 
daughters funeral dirges, so that the girl’s family would not suffer disgrace in a 
future performance. Another aspect of acquiring skills is to be an apprentice to a 
master instrumentalist or who ever the child follows to observe and practice the 
skill. The skills and techniques are taught and learnt by rote. The musical 
repertoire is transmitted orally by those who professed to be music specialists.  
 Dancing is an important party in the practice of traditional music in 
Nigeria as many occasions of music performance demand one kind of dance or 
the other. They learn the dance steps by imitation the adult world. As the children 
participate in worship activities, festivals, marriage ceremonies kingship 
assemblies he imbibes the cultural songs and dance steps associated with each of 
them.  
 Formalized music education indeed began with the missionaries by 1842. 
The purpose of music was to strengthen their scriptural messages to their 
converts. The emphasis was on singing and little rudiments, which enhanced 
their converts’ full participation in the liturgy, Okafor 1988 has this to say;  

Christianity through its schools and churches introduced melodies, 
stage singing, congregational singing the organ/harmonium playing, 
and group singing very different from the traditional call and 
responses, which the western keyboard instrument cannot accurately 
reproduce. Attempts to transpose some passages for the keyboard led 
to distortion. 
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The teaching of music in mission schools increased the musical ability of 

the individual, as it because the mainstream for teaching theory, appreciation, 
history and other aspects of music, it became imperative to include singing in the 
preprimary and primary sections of education to act as stepping stone to the 
teaching of other music lessons. With the establishment of secondary schools and 
Teacher Training Colleges, music dime one of the core subjects as the 
missionaries discovered that hymn, chants, and other forms of music practice in 
the church enhanced their worship. The music lessons in the schools were 
planned to cover the wider aspect of the rudiments of music, elementary theory 
(composition) History and Literature and a bit of singing in the choir and sight 
and score reading. Edna (1962).  
 Today we have department of music in the Tertiary Institutions, 
producing music graduates who are one occupying some social roles in the 
country. Such social responsibilities include, the school system, media houses 
(especially in the television and ratio houses), in the military, religions 
organizations, economic activities as in advertisements, politics etc.  
 
Man as a Social Animal  
 Man is a social animal. As a social being, he does not live in Isolation he 
lives in groups either as a family member, community member or a member of a 
social organization of people living within a tertiary persisting thorough 
generations, and relating, independent of other societies. Nigeria, for instant, is a 
society, though there could be smaller societies within Nigeria.  
 
 Man, described as a social animal, lives with and among others 
interacting with them and sharing common interest Like culture, marriage, habits 
language politics, government, market etc. in all human societies s the 
individuals as a in have different views on how to promote harmonious social 
living. This is natural however, for different people think differently. But from 
these different shades of opinions, one can establish more common trends of 
thoughts. As a gregarious animal, man tends to congregate more freely with those 
who have similar opinions about life. Because of these differences in the 
approach to life, we tend to have and belong to different groups and associations 
among which are religious groups. Kinship group, political parties, labour unions 
and others which constitute what is called social organizations.  
 
 Each group of people tries to find solution to social problems based on 
their beliefs and ideologies. Each group also seeks for a common language that 
would help to stabilize them into a strong and virile organization. For instance, 
religion is said to have stared when man could not find answers and explanations 
to a number of things happening to him.  It was at this time that people started to 
think that there must have been somebody much more superior, who must have 
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been responsible for the occurrences-the stars in the firmaments, birth and death 
of human organism and vegetation, the ocean, sea, and rivers. As a result of 
these, some religious organizations emerged in Nigeria viz the tradional religion, 
Christian religion and Islamic religion. These are the three major religions groups 
in Nigeria. These religious groups so found music as useful tool to reach the 
supernatural that no worship is said to be successful without music. Music was 
and is accepted as a powerful tool, which unites the worshippers and the deity. 
Religious assemblies are part of social organizations.  
 
Religious Group as a Social Organization in Nigeria  
 Among the larger social groups in Nigeria is the religious organization. 
There are other larger social groups such as political organizations, labour 
unions, trade guilds and kinship associations. Virtually quite a great percentage 
of Nigerian citizens belong to one religious groups or the other, be it Christian 
religion-Pentecostal and orthodox choruses; Islamic religion with a number sects 
in it; the traditional religion embracing idol worshippers, occults, secrets 
societies, socesserers, deified worshippers, worshippers of living creatures etc.  
 
 Religion, like many other concepts in social discourse, does not have a 
universally accepted definition. This is because different people look at it from 
different angles. Some view it by way of its aims, or purpose and function, some 
by way of what it contains and yet others define it in relation to the mode of 
worship. Without delving into the complexity of the definitions by sociologists, 
we wish to refer to religion as a cultural institution, which deals with belief 
system. It refers to belief in the existence of the supernatural; and controlling 
powers of the supernatural on man. There are two spheres of lines the profane 
(ordinary) and the sacred (Supernatural). It is the supernatural sphere of life that 
is important and pertinent to the discussion on religion. The supernatural is made 
up of supernatural beings: God, spirits and ghosts. God is believed to be the great 
and remote and remote controller which created monitors and controls the 
universe. He is the all-powerful Supreme Being which rules from far away 
heaven and not physically accessible is believers. Spirit and ghost are generally 
regarded as intermediaries between God and man. 
 
The Role of Religion in the Nigerian Society 
 Religion helps to provide an organized picture of the universe. Under this 
condition man defines his identity and his environment and relates more 
consciously, confidently and orderly to the supernatural. Religion contributes to 
the societal order by creating conditions for social well being, self-discipline and 
self cohesion and the continuity of culture and tradition.  
 Question as to which religion in best for Nigeria – Christian, traditional 
or Islamic is not the issue. What is important about religion is its relationship to 
other aspects of social life and the role movement and organizational strategies 
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which are associated with it. For example it is the tenet of religion to propagate 
good morals amongst its adherents, which it properly imbibed affect other socials 
groups such as Politian’s labour organization, even family organization.  
 Man usually desires to show reverence to the supernatural and to appease 
and seek their cooperation in an uncertain world. Religion serves as a mechanism 
of adjustment and of solving problems. It also serves not only as means of 
overcoming anxiety but of ordering one’s relationship with the supernatural, 
supporting societal norms and integrating society and personality.  
 Religion gives people hope. When people believe and hope for the best 
in the future either here on earth or in the world beyond, they continue to conduct 
themselves properly in the society.  
 Other roles religion plays include the ability of religion to support the 
individual and brings him closer to God; to support him in moments of distress or 
uncertainly particularly when the future appears bleak; to console man when he is 
faced with disappointments and failures, enhance his moral and moral conduct, 
and provides the individual with spiritual identity.  
 
Music in Religious Organization 
 From the ancient time music has found to possess tremendous powers on 
the soul of man. According to Leonhard, Charles 1972, P.48.  
 Evidence exists that the original structure of Greek education was built 
on music and gymnastics, although music and poetry were considered one art. 
Music was for the soul while Gymnastic was for the body. The objective was to 
build citizens of character, stamina and grace.  
 This was what religion stands for. Plato called “good” music, which 
could promote virtue and graciousness. In Christian religion, music is used to 
enhance spiritual growth of members, trains the soul in a holy living. A look at 
the content of the Church Hymnary, No 399 – 415 are songs devoted to training 
members to be penitent for their sin and to build up faith.  
Example, Hymn No 400:  
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Christian religion in promoting love One for another have a repertoire of  
Musical activities that enhance this virtue, Choruses, hymns, charts, and  
Anthems are used to keep members in tune  At all time to the tenets of the 
organization.  

 
   Brotherly Love – Church Hymnary 485    
  
 

 
 

  The importance of this virtue in Nigeria cannot be over emphasized. Life 
becomes bearable when the social group lives in harmony with each other-
like the symbiotic life between some plants.  

There is a chorus like this,  
The more, we are together, together, together 
The more we are together, the happier we shall be, 
for your friend is my friend, my friend is your friend 

  The more we are together, the happier we shall be.  
 

 Christians sing song of similar text to promote oneness, joy and a healthy 
living together. This behaviour if properly propagated will go a long way to 
reduce intolerance among various religious and other organization. Music has 
charm to discipline the mind to accept the morality of the society.  
 
Music in Traditional Religion  
Adegbola (1974) in Enyenakpor 1993 stated: 
 Music is associated with all activities in Igbe-Ame worship. The songs in the 
worship are meant to bring about motivation and meditation. This often helps the 
priestess to fore tell the future. 
  In the Iya-ma worship cult of Ika N/E local government Area of Delta 
state, music dominates in all the activities of the worship session. It is the most 
powerful means to reach the goddess. Music performed the following roles in 
the order of the liturgical set up of the Lya-ma worship. 
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1.     Music as the Source of Inspiration 
        Music inspired both the members and priest to offer sincere services 

to the goddess of the river. They get themselves involved in to rigorous dancing 
and singing accompanied with powerful drumming and playing of gongs. They 
become so aroused that they fall into a frenzied mood and foretell the future. 
Among the songs they sing that often inspired them to that situation is the one in 
which the priest gave some incantation praising the goddess while choruses were 
being performed by other members who were all woman. 

 
I yi ma nari yi ye nte            Goddess please accept our obligation 
 
Ihe ni ari kanti eberi                   Our gift is too small for your 
majesty 
 
I ya ma do do do Iya ma do do    Goddess please please please Goddess 
of the river 
 

2. Music was a Source of Motivation:  
 The dance performance, the melodious choruses and the fact that the 

future of the members was foretold motivated both members and strangers to be 
interested in their worship. Man bring by nature constantly in fear of the 
unknown, and believing that the forces of darkness could cause some spells on 
their future, become member of this cult group to get protected by each other and 
the priestess. 

 
3.   Music as a Source of Invocation: 

The spirit could not be invoked to rally round mankind by mere spoken 
language. Because music has charm, operating in the soul of man the spirit is 
compelled to listen to the petition of man in musical language. In fact, all the 
traditional gods have their special songs, dance movements and instrumentation 
acceptable to them. They all have their special pattern to which they responded 
the musical instruments acceptable to the Iyama the goddess of the river were 
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five maracas, three drums (small) and five gongs. There were rattles worn by 
members on their ankles and calfs.    

 
  4. Music Served as a Medium of Praises to their god.  
   Music in the liturgical set up of Iyama was most songs of praise to the 
god. They praised the gods for the gift of children, good health, for protection 
and for healing their members of their ailments. 
 
 Music as Regulatory Mechanism   
   Iya-ma cult had some code of conduct that guided them. They were 

supposed to be morally in tune at all times they believed that if I any of the 
members committed evil; the godden would kill such a one. Although they 
also believed that they could be forgiven of their errors if they showed 
penitence remorse, members would try to avoid sins to avoid making 
sacrifices to appease the god for wrongs done.  

 
Conclusion 

Music Education is a social service and man is a social being. By virtue 
of man’s gregarious nature, he organizes himself in groups to make up a society 
as Nigeria. Such groups include labour organizations, market unions religion 
organization etc. This paper has attempted is discuss the role of music in social 
organizations in Nigeria with particular emphasis on its role on religions 
organization. Music, from the discussion provides the inspiration to worship, 
dedication to service and unity of members. Music enhances love for the super-
natural, moderates the behaviour of member, and trains members in holy living, 
trains members aesthetic potentiality to the highest. Music keeps members closer 
to their creator as they appreciate the natural events around them.   
 
Recommendation 
  The study recommends religious tolerance among various groups. The 
language in music should be taken seriously for peacefully co-existence among 
various groups in the society. Most of the crises in Nigeria could be avoided if 
the citizens in Nigeria embrace religion of whatever kind. The three groups of 
religions-Traditional, Pentecostal/orthodox and Islam preach love, purity of heart 
honesty and others and the music they perform center around the virtues.   
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